
Sharing Instagram Photos

Best Practices

Use an app designed for sharing/reposting photos on Instagram that automatically gives credit to the photographer.
They also will let you add the original caption if you wish. 
Make it clear who took the photograph. If you're not going to use a sharing app that automatically shares the credit,
you need the photographer's permission to use the photo. 
An app automatically gives credit where credit is due - and most Instagram users are good with that ... but if you want
to fully protect yourself legally, ask permission. A lawyer is always going to say someone else owns the copyright so
you must have permission to use it.
Regardless of how you share, direct message the user to thank them for taking the photo and supporting you.

Tag the user in your post as well as in the picture. It will make
them feel great that you like their photo so much.
Put a reminder on your social calendar to reuse the photo again
later in the year, when it's appropriate (and tag and give photo
credit again).

Get more help with Instagram:  foodpr@barbergp.com

How to Share Photos

The easiest way to share a photo is to use an app designed for
sharing, such as Repost or Regrammer. Copy and share the original
caption as well as the photo. 
 
If you don't want to use one of the sharing apps, you definitely need
to have permission to use the photo.

Photo credit: @username
Use the camera emoji: @username
Incorporate the person's username and the fact it's
their photo into the message you're posting. For
example, thanks to @username for the great photo of
<subject>.

Take a screenshot of the photo you want to use.
Then write your message including room for the photographer's
username. There are a couple ways to do this:

Instagram Stories

The rules are a little different when you're sharing a photo as a story.
Feel free to share a story but, again, always tag the person whose
photo you're sharing.


